Energy to Care
Toolkit
The intent of this toolkit is to provide additional resources that will help
you reduce energy consumption and get the most value out of the
Energy to Care program.

ENERGY TO CARE TOOLS AND RESOURCES
[ click here ]

VIDEO TUTORIALS FOR THE ENERGY TO
CARE DASHBOARD BY TALISEN
Learn how to use your dashboard to track performance,
share results with stakeholders, and support energy efficiency projects.
[ click here ]

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES
(ECMs)
Implement effective no-cost and low-cost projects to help your
facility reduce energy consumption.
[ click here ]
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I haven’t done any energy work yet and we don’t know how efficient we
are. What is the first thing I should do and why?
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Do you have a question not covered above? Ask the helpdesk.
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I haven’t done any energy work yet and we don’t know how efficient we
are. What is the first thing I should do and why?
Experts in the field agree that understanding how efficiently your building is
currently using energy is the first step in reducing consumption. The US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reports that benchmarking your facility
and sharing the results with key stakeholders can lead to significant energy
savings.
Hospitals consume more energy per square foot than any other commercial
building type outside of the food and beverage industry according to the US
Department of Energy’s Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey.
Benchmarking is the tool that will help you understand your facility’s energy
use, monitor how your facility is performing against other buildings, track your
performance over time, and share the results with others in your facility. Most
energy efficient hospitals in the nation began with energy benchmarking. After
all, you cannot manage what you don’t measure.
A successful energy management program optimizes energy performance
through benchmarking, establishing reasonable goals, developing action
plans, tracking program results, engaging an executive sponsor, and
communicating those results with senior management.

• Establish an energy baseline by uploading 12 consecutive months of energy
data into the Energy to Care Dashboard.

• Compare your current utility portfolio (gas, electric, water) against your
baseline to gauge how energy consumption and cost is trending using the
Energy to Care Dashboard.

• Develop an effective energy management program using the US EPA
Energy Management Assessment Matrix and U.S. Department of Energy
Management Program.
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ASHE’s Energy to Care program was developed by hospital engineers and
consultants that know how challenging it is to manage a health care facility
where there is often limited time, staff, and budget. The Energy to Care
program was developed by ASHE specifically for inpatient and outpatient
medical facilities.
Data can be conveniently pulled directly from ENERGY STAR® Portfolio
Manager, an energy monitoring platform already used by thousands of health
care facilities across the nation. Alternatively, data can be uploaded and
saved to the Energy to Care Dashboard and pushed to ENERGY STAR ®
Portfolio Manager. The Energy to Care program provides the tools and
resources to help reduce your energy consumption and learn from others in
the field who have had success.
Many facility departments use screenshots and reports from the Energy to Care
Dashboard when formulating a business case for energy efficiency projects.
In addition to providing tools and resources, Energy to Care serves as the hub
for health care energy data. This allows ASHE to research and interpret health
care energy data based on various diverse aspects, including: climate region,
facility size, staffing levels, EUI, etc. We are proactively learning how to better
run health care facilities.
Several benefits and features are offered through the Energy to Care
program:

• Visualize and share your energy data with key stakeholders using the
Energy to Care Dashboard, which is compatible with ENERGY STAR®
Portfolio Manager, a trusted and proven energy monitoring resource
recognized by numerous industries.

• Receive recognition for energy reduction through the ASHE Energy to
Care Awards program

• Benchmark utility consumptions across a building, facility campus, or
health system.
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• Discover how other health care facilities are reducing energy
consumption in the Energy to Care Success Story case studies.

• Team up with others in your ASHE chapter and take on the country by
joining the Chapter Challenge. Health care systems can also set up their
own internal competition. For more information, contact the Energy to Care
help desk at energytocare@aha.org.
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No. Energy data is used at the state and national level, in aggregate, but never
linked to your facility without express written consent. Data Use Policy.
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Understanding how your facility is performing against its own baseline as well as
understanding how it’s performing against the health care industry are both vitally
important.
1. Benchmark against other health care facilities:
ENERGY STAR® score helps you assess how your hospital or medical
office building is performing compared to other facilities. A score of 50
represents median energy performance, while a score of 75 or better
indicates your building is a top performer with potential eligibility for ENERGY
STAR® certification.
2. Establish an energy baseline and benchmark against yourself:
Compare your current utility portfolio (gas, electric, water) against your
baseline to gauge how energy consumption and cost is trending using the
Energy to Care Dashboard. Energy performance is depicted with monthly and
annual utility data. In some cases, utility performance is measured with using
daily data.
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Energy to Care was designed to complement and seamlessly integrate with
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager. This compatibility allows the Energy to
Care Dashboard to continually export and import data to/from Portfolio
Manager and display it within an intuitive dashboard that can be shared with
your facility’s stakeholders.
Portfolio Manager is a resource management tool that enables you to track
and assess energy and water use across your entire portfolio of buildings.
Hospitals, and other buildings types, can also receive a 1-100 ENERGY
STAR® score. This score compares your building’s energy performance to
similar buildings nationwide.
See details on how ENERGY STAR ® Battle of the Buildings and Energy to
Care are Perfect Partners.
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With access to your utility data, enrolling your facility in Portfolio Manager then
sharing that account with Energy to Care takes less than an hour of your
time. Below are the steps to participating in the program:
1. Access the dashboard at Energy to Care.
2. You will need the following information to sign up:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization Administrator Name (See A Note About Energy to Care Dashboard Roles)
Organization Name (Company Name)
Address
Telephone
Email
Building Name
Building Address
Location Type (General Medical and Surgical, Medical Office Building, etc.)
Time Zone
To create a new account, click the “Access Dashboard” button below and complete the
following steps:

Access Dashboard

1.
2.
3.
4.

The button will take you to the Energy to Care Dashboard gateway.
Select “Create New Account” under the User Name and Password forms.
Select “Request New Organization” to begin the onboarding process.
Fill out the Personal Account Information and Organization Information, then Submit
Request. Once your organization has been approved, you will receive access to create a
building in your account.
Once your organization has been approved, you will receive access to create a
building in your account.

3. Access the User Guide and training videos by clicking “How to Use the
Dashboard” under the Access Dashboard button.
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Without dedicated resources, starting and maintaining an energy efficiency
program is challenging based on time and capital constraints found in many
hospitals and health care systems. Many successful hospitals in this situation
have built partnerships with energy services companies that helped them start
and maintain energy efficiency programs. Even health systems with significant
resources may find it challenging to maintain a robust energy efficiency
program without outside partners.
Many of the most efficient hospitals in the country began with small, low-cost
performance improvement measures using their own operating budgets.
Once these successes were communicated with senior leadership, more
funding often became available. The measures included in this toolkit are
ideal initial projects.
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Details for the Energy Champion and Energy to Care Awards can be found
at: Energy to Care Awards
Important notifications regarding Energy to Care and Energy Champion
Awards application deadlines are sent directly to you via the Energy to Care
Dashboard.
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Participating in the Energy to Care Chapter Challenge can help your ASHE
chapter obtain Elite Status each year. It has also proven to bring more
industry-wide visibility to your facility or system around energy efficiency and
helps drive down energy consumption. For details on how your facility can
join a team, contact your local ASHE chapter leadership.

• How to compete in an Energy to Care Chapter Challenge
• To create your own internal challenge as a health care system or ASHE
chapter, please contact the Energy to Care help desk at
energytocare@aha.org.
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When implementing energy projects, it is important to measure and verify
energy savings. Little nuances in control sequences of operation can prevent
full energy savings from being realized. These nuances are usually only
discovered through a measurement and verification (M&V) or commissioning
process.
Ideally in an M&V process, critical systems are monitored and trended for 30
days minimum before and after the project is completed. For example, when
implementing measures in which there will be fan and chilled water savings,
fan energy and chilled water consumption should be trended and totalized
during both the pre- and post- periods. Fan energy can often be trended in
the building control system through variable frequency drive speed or kW.
When those points are not available in the building control system, a separate
temporary kW meter could be installed.
When projects are large enough, these savings can also be documented in
the Energy to Care Dashboard. Look for a change in the ENERGY STAR ®
score or compare the energy consumption of the building for the months
before and after the project was completed.
For additional information see the Department of Energy’s information on
Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification of Energy Data.
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Access a series of tutorial videos for using the Energy to Care Dashboard
powered by Talisen Technologies, Inc. or download a user guide.
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This section provides a series of effective no-cost (labor only) and low-cost energy conservation
measures (ECMs) to help your facility reduce energy consumption. The measures and supporting
information below are best practices that were gathered and verified from a variety of sources
including: US Department of Energy’s Advanced Energy Retrofit Guide, ASHRAE Journal, EPA
ENERGY STAR®, and interviews with leading health system facility engineers.
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The list of “no cost” measures below are best practices used by many of
the most efficient facilities in the country.
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A1. Develop an energy management program.
Health care facilities realize the greatest savings when a formal
energy management program is implemented. The U.S. EPA
has developed an assessment matrix that can serve as a guide
in developing your program. A program emphasizes
establishing a team, creating goals, and developing
relationships with senior management:
•

Assign a program manager that will develop an
executive sponsor and be the liaison between key
stakeholders and senior management

•

Set clear energy goals. Some examples are:
Win an Energy to Care Award
Compete in a Chapter Challenge
Reduce energy consumption and achieve ENERGY
STAR® Certification

•

Establish a “team huddle” daily or weekly to
discuss energy efficiency and facility operations
and ask:
What went well? What did not go well? What is
causing pain?
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?
The following list of energy conservation measures (ECMs) will increase energy
efficiency, provide a high return on investment, and require no or little capital.
Most of these measures are dependent on a functioning building control system.
Savings are interdependent and not necessarily cumulative.

Savings Range
B1. Retro-commission building automation or control system
B2. Energy efficient lighting

B3. Operating room unoccupied setbacks
B4. Economizer damper operation and maintenance

B5. Temperature and ventilation unoccupied setbacks
B6. Steam trap repair and replacement
B7. Thermostat temperature setpoint standards
B8. Air handling unit duct static pressure reset
B9. Chilled water supply temperature reset
B10. Hot water supply temperature reset
B11. Air handling unit supply air temperature reset
B12. Replace air handling unit filters consistently
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B1.

Retrocommission building automation or control system

Developing an operations plan
Test systems to determine whether they are meeting the
plan’s requirements
Repair or replace underperforming systems.
See how Midland Memorial Hospital implemented this measure.
the ECM on
SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 20 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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B2. Energy efficient lighting

this measure.
the ECM on energy-efficient lighting.

SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 15 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B3.

Operating room unoccupied setbacks

See how Midland Memorial Hospital implemented this measure.
the ECM on operating room setbacks
SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 15 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B4.

Economizer damper operation and maintenance

See how Indiana Regional Medical Center implemented this measure.

the ECM on performing economizer
maintenance.
SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 15 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B5.

Temperature and ventilation unoccupied setbacks

See how UF Health Shands
the ECM on setback of temperature and airflow.
SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 15 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy

B6.

Steam trap repair and replacement

See how Midland Memorial Hospital implemented this measure.
the ECM on steam traps repair or replacement

SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 15 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B7.

Thermostat temperature setpoint standards

See how Midland Memorial Hospital implemented this measure.
the ECM on setting thermostats to balance
efficiency and comfort.
SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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A S H E C AS E ST U D Y

B8. Air handling unit duct static pressure reset

Return on investment for this measure is typically less than 1
year.
this measure.
SAVINGS RANGE: 5 TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION
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B9. Chilled water supply temperature reset
Chilled water supply temperature reset to increase chiller efficiency:
The efficiency of chillers increases as the primary chilled water supply
temperature increases. When the building cooling load is high, a cold
chilled water supply temperature is necessary to provide enough cooling
to the building. However, when the cooling load is low, the chilled water
supply temperature can be raised to increase chiller efficiency and
provide energy savings.
On average, a 1° F increase in supply air temperature corresponds to a
decrease in compressor electricity consumption of 1.7 percent
(DOE Advanced Energy Retrofit Guide).
Reset strategy: Adjust the chilled water supply temperature between a
range of 42° and 47°F based on your air handling unit chilled water valve
position. If the chilled water valve calling for the most water is open less
than 90-95 percent, increase supply water temperature gradually. When
the first chilled water valve reaches 100 percent open, begin decreasing
chilled water supply temperature gradually.
Increasing chilled water supply temperature can have a negative impact on
pump energy and dehumidification. To maximize energy savings, it is
recommended to only initiate this sequence when secondary chilled water
flow is at or below 60 percent of the design flow rate. Also be aware of
“low delta T syndrome” where the difference in supply water and return
water temperature falls well below the optimal design of the chiller.

SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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B10. Hot water supply temperature reset

SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B11. Air handling unit supply air temperature reset

SAVINGS RANGE:
5 TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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I am participating in Energy to Care and have completed the no-cost measures.
What low-cost projects should I do next to save energy?

B12. Replace air handling unit filters consistently

For additional information see the ECM

SAVINGS RANGE:
2 TO 5 PERCENT OF TOTAL BUILDING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

